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John Wiley Sons Inc, United States, 2003. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 230 x 190 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.You know the value of effective
collaboration - make it a reality with Notes and Domino . The latest release of Notes and Domino
makes collaboration and information management easier than ever. Whether you re a user or a
developer, Mastering Lotus Notes and Domino 6 ensures that you get everything you can out of this
integrated collection of powerful, flexible business tools. Thanks to practical, step-by-step
instruction from a team of top Notes/Domino experts, you ll master these fundamentals. Coverage
of the title includes: organizing and optimizing your email and calendar interactions; delegating
tasks to others using the To Do list, meeting delegation, and calendar authorization; using notes
powerful, built-in search facility as well as searching internet directories using LDAP; keeping
information current with replication; protecting your information assets with Notes/Domino
security; browsing the web from inside the Lotus Notes client and accessing Domino databases with
a web browser; managing your email and calendar with iNotes; building Domino applications using
forms, views, and pages; and using framesets, outlines, and navigators in an application. The...
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ReviewsReviews

A top quality publication along with the font used was intriguing to read. I really could comprehended everything using this written e ebook. Its been
designed in an remarkably straightforward way and it is only a er i finished reading through this publication by which basically altered me, modify the
way i believe.
-- Cathrine Larkin Sr.-- Cathrine Larkin Sr.

Very useful to all of group of people. I actually have read through and so i am certain that i will planning to study yet again once again down the road. I am
just very easily can get a satisfaction of looking at a created book.
-- Mark Bernier-- Mark Bernier
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